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A comment by a former member of our lab: 

"There was a crim theory named PIC-R 
Which tried to explain how deviants tick-r 
But with each turn of the page 
Its critics sputtered with rage 
As the prose kept getting thick-r and thJck-r." 

(W. Friesen, 1981) 
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EXECUT I VE SU~1MARY 

PIC-R is a broad social-"Iearning perspective on human conduct. 

This perspective attempts to be both comprehensive and flexible. It ~on-
',\. 

siders factors which actively encourage as wei I as factors which actively 

discourage deviant activity. As wei I, it recognizes that these factors 

may be evidenfi'at the personal, interpersonal and community levels of 

analysis. PIC-R stresses that the specific factors governing the conduct 

of persons ara many; they may be highly id~ividual istic andOtheir importance 

may vary over time and situations. PIC-R recognizes that an understanding 

of deviant behaviour must draw upon knowledge from I ife and the social 

sciences generally. The uti I ity of PIC-R wi II reside in its abi I ity to 

encourage comprehensive assessments and to assist in planning iAusonable 

and effective interventions. This remains to be documented. 

A. PIC-R draws upon the fiel~of behaviour anaiysis for its 
: . , .~ 

most fundamental principles: the factors responsible for 

" 
variations in human conduct are to be found in the im-

mediate situation of action, scecifical'y rewards and 

costs and t~o~~~ecedents to action which signal the 

delivery of rewarding or costiyconsequences for specific 

acts. In brief, the immediate contingencies are responsible 
\1 • 

. for the acquisition~ maintenance and modification of human 

behaviours. 

- 8~ PIC-R ~rpws upon the *reld of per~onalfty a~d the,social 

sciences for .an equeallY important~set of principles.; the 

. immediate contingencies of action account for variations 

Preceding page blank 
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in human conduct but various personal, interpersonal and 

community factors are responsible for the development, 
'\\ 
II ~aintenance and modification of these critical contingencies. 

I 

« Some contingencies may be or become relatively automatic, given '" \~ -::::: 

the nature of some acts (theft produces property; ingestion 

of a drug produces sensory change). Others are personal Iy

J'diated (self-management through self-instruction and self

reward) and stll I others are interpersonally-mediated (for 

example: other persons may explicitly approve or disapprove 

of one's actions). In addition, the political economy and 

social structure of broader social systems wil I produce and 

maintain certain contingencies, contingencies which may involve 

personC!land/or interpersonal mediation. 

Since many forms of deviant behaviour are multi-functional, 

PIC-R stresses the density of the rewards and the density of 

the costs. The chances of a deviant act occurring increase 

with the density of the rewards: the number~ variety, qual ity 

and magnitude of rewards and the immediacy, frequency and 

regularity with which rewards are delivered. The chances of 

a d~viant act 6ccurring decrease with the density of the costs. 

The concept of "denSity" is important because it encourages 
" 

a comprehens i ve assessment of current and potent i a I ,rewards 

and costs rather than a fixation upon specific types of re\~ards 

or costs.. The concept a I so teads t9 a set of PI C-R pr i nc i pies 

whiclisuggest that the background densHyof rewards (or costs) 

is important in undersyaQd i ngthe re (aN ve impbrtance of any 
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specific reward (or cost); For example, adding one specific 

reward to the situation of action may have I ittle effect on 

behaviour when the background denSity is very high or very low. 

However, that additional reward may have a great impact on 

behaviour when the background density is at some intermediate 

level. 

The denSity of the rewards and the denSity of the costs in 

effect for nondeviant alternative behaviours are also important . 

When nondeviant alternative behaviours are highly, rewarded, 

the mot i vat i on for many forms of dev i ance is great I y reduced. 

Moreover, when there are high levels of reward and satisfaction 

for nondeviant pursuits, the potential costs of deviance are 

great. 

Comprehensive assessment involves reviews of the indicators of 

both the reward and the cost contingencies for both deviant and 

nondeviant behaviours. Such indicators include: 

a~ behavioural history; 

b) trsonal attitudes, values and bel iefs; 

c) p~psonal skil Is and competencies; 

" d) social supports, including access to resources 
,t 

and affective tie~ to others who may take pro or" 

antideviant positions. 

Within the ethical and socio-politicalcontext of any agency, 

effective interventions are those which produce 'and maintain 

() 
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changes In the conting~ncies of action. For reduced chances 

of dev i ant conduct,: 

Rewards 

Density of 
Costs 

Deviant 

Reduce 

Increase 

Nondeviant 

Increase 

Reduce 

The value of any perspective IS a function of ethical and 

humane applications. 

',_ Ir 

\', 
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II 
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I t.JT~ODUCT I ON 

The basic task of a perspective on deviant behaviour is to enhance our 

understanding of deviant behaviour. This understanding refers to the docu-

mented abil ity, or potential, to predict the occurrences of deviant acts and 

the ab iii ty, or potent i a I, to in f I uence the chanc.~s of dey i ant acts occurr i ng. 
\, 

Agents of the human and social services, as wei I as Individuals in trouble or 

troubled, wi I I have a number of other concerns regarding deviant behaviour. 

However~ develbping understanding at the levels of predicting and influencing 

events is one of the major ways In which the social and behavioural sciences 

can contribute to organizational and personal efficacy. 

The personal, interpersonal, and community-reinforcement perspective 

on deviant behaviour (PIC-R) Is a variant of the general social~learning perspec-

tlve (Adams, 1973i Akers, 1977; Bandura, 1969; Jessor & Jessor, 1977) which is in-

tended to serve several special functions. By phrasing the prlncipl~s in terms of 
"~ 

,'\ 

vari~tions in the cbances of occurrence of deviant acts, ~'C-R highl ights the 

major criteria for understanding noted above. This should assist in the 

design of predictive studies and in the design of prevention and correctional 

programs. Second, PIC-R permits a ready classification of the classical but 

narrower perspectives on deviance such as the various versions of the motiva-

tional and control theories. 'It is widely recognized that the existing per-

speq;riveson deviant behaviour are not so much \,/rong as incomplete. Third, 

PIC-R stresses the inter-discipl inary nature of the analysis of deviant beha~ 

v1our. There are indications that the public, correctional and ment~1 health 
. 0 

-. ~ 

practitioners and SOCial scientisTs themselves have grown we'ary of inter-

" 
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discipl inary squabbles for attention, recognition and power. PIC-R suggests 

~n approach which wi I I allow I inkages to be made among the bio-physical, 

psychological, socio-cultural and political-economic levels of analysis. 
\\ 

Those PIC-R principles which are at the individual level of analysis should 

apply within any pol itical, economic and social system. Fourth, PIC-R 

suggests certain principles whose empirical exploration should serve to pro-

duce new facts regarding deviant behaviour. It is important that a perspec-
" 

tive provide a convenient summary of existing facts, however, its true value 

lies in the abi lity of a perspective to contribute to the development of 

further knowledge. Evident throughout this paper is an appreciation for 

how little is actually known about important human and social problems in 

their total ity. However, there is also a sense that our level of understand-

ing is" not fixed at such a low level that thepursult of social and individual 

goals cannot be vi~orou~ as wei I as prudent. 

The main body of this report is divided into two sections: a state-

ment of the general principles with some commentary a~d an expansion of the 

impl ications of PIC-R for prediction and control. A I ist of the pri~ciples 

is appended. 

-- ---- ~-----.-------------
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THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

Introductory Principles 

I. Occurrences of deviant and nondeviant behaviour are under antecedent and con-

sequent control. 

2. Inter- and intra-individual variations in the probabi I ity of occurrence of a 

~~ class of behaviour (deviant or nondeviant) are due to variations in the 

signal led rewards and costs for that class of behaviour. 

Principle One states that deviant behaviour wil I be viewed as an 

"operant" or, synonymously, as an "instrumental response". "Operants" or 

"instrumental responses" are so called because they are behavTours which operat~. 

upon the environment or which are instrumental in bringing about changes in the 

environment. An operant is a behaviour which produces changes in the environ-

ment and the changes it produces (its consequences) may -influence the chances 
.. ~.,\ 

of that behaviour recurring. By definition, operants a~r ~nder consequent 

stimlflus control. "Consequent stimul.us control" is also called "outcome stimulus 

control". 

Principle Two, a simple extension of Principle One, identifies two 

major types of outcome stimulus control. Consequent stimul i which increase 

the chances of an act recurring are cal led "reinforcers" or "rewards". Conse-

quent stimul i which decrease the chances of an act recurring, are cal led 
o 

"punishers" or "costs". Consequent stimuli which do not influence the chances 

" of an act recurring are called "neutral stimul i". 
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Note that functional definitions of "rewards" and "costs" are employed. 

A rewarding event is one which, when it fol lows some act, results in an in

creased chance of that act recurring. A costly event is one which, when it 

fol lows some act, results in a decreased chance of that act recurring. The 

beauty of functional definitions is their flexibil ity. There is no suggestion 

that any given event must function as a reward (or as a cost) for 21 I ind1vi

duals or even for a given individual over time and situations. At the same 

time it is I ikely that some events wi I I have simi lar control I ing properties 

for d i f ferent i nd i v i dua I s because of a shared genet i c poo I andi/s i m i.1 ar env i ron

ments or learning histories. Thus, at the level of core definitions, the 

behavioural approach recognizes the rich variety in human experience and human 

values while retaining the idea that general principles may be useful. 

In nontechnical language, the concept of consequent stimulus control 

suggests that we engage In behavioufs which"brlng about pleasant events and 

avoid behaviours which produce unpleasant events. However, what is pleasant 

and unpleasant may be highly variable from individual-to-individual and over 

time and situations for any given individual. 

Principles One and Two also refer to antecedent control. Antecedent 

stlmul I, the stimulus conditions prior to an act occurring, may influence the 

chances of an act occurring. For example, the chances of one crossing a 

street increase in the presence of a green light and decrease in the presence 

of a red light. Ad,d a policeman to that environment and' t'hech~"nges in the pro

bab i I it i es wi I I be even greater. The behav ,-o~rs of oi:ber_.persons are lmpor-
._,,_, l' ........ - .• ,.....,. ... ...,. .. ..,-, 

-tant antecedent st imu'l I: the pI" inc i pIes of mode ling or observat i~na I I earn j ng 

suggest that the chances of an act cccurring in~rease when that ~ct Is demon-

fJ 
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strated by another person. Antecedent conditions also include the presence 

or absence of resources or aids necessary for the completion of an act: +he 

chances of an assault with a deadly weapon occurring vary with the avai labi I ity 

of deadly weapons. The avai lability of necessary resources signal that the act 

may be completed successfully (that is, it wi I I be rewarded). Discriminative 

stimuli are ~ very important subset of antecedent stimul i. Discriminative 

stimul i are stlmul i which ~ present when an act I'/as previously rewarded or 

punished. Such stimuli set the occasion for a rewarded or costly response. 

They signal that a response wil I be fol lowed by some consequence and thereby 

influence the chances of that response occurring. We may expect, for example, 

that probationers are more I ikely to present verbal arguments in favour of 

crime in the pl"eS0;;;~ of their del inquent friends than they are in the presence 

of their probation officers. 

Principle Two introduces a shorthand phrase to describe antecedent 

and consequent control: "variation!:;~lin the signalled rewards and costs" for a 
\ ' 

given type of behaviour. By reference to "signal led rewards and costs" hence-

forth we wi II be drawing attention to two key operations avai lable for influenc

ing behaviour ~ithout having to spell them out. They are: one, arranging 

consequences; and two, arranging antecedents 50 that the occasion for a 

rewarded or costly response is established. 

We de I i berate I y chos,e the word "5 i gna II ed" rather than "perce i ved". 

An "active", "conscious", "thinking" and "perceptive" individual wil I be 

'assumed but with the present level of knowledge it would seem very inappro

priate to, assume that all determinants of behaviour are cognitively mediated 

in that "active", "conscious" sense. People have more information about. the "I 
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relationships which exist among events in ,their worlds than they can or care 

to consciously express through language or on our standardlzed-ratlng,sca/~s 

for "expectancies". 

In addition to introducing some very basic behavioural concepts and 

accompanying operations, Principles One and Two also highlight some general 

theoretical issues. Firstl note that Principle Two is phrased in terms 

directly related to the major task of any perspective on deviant behaviour, 

that is, to account for the variations observed in deviant conduct among indi

viduals (inter-individu~1 variations) and over time and situations for any 

given rAdividual (intra-individual variations). Secondly, attention is 
. (-' 

focused on deviant acts rather than deviant persons or identlties.~,Jnl ike 

Sutherland and Cressey (1970) or Matza (1964), we do not talk of persons 

becoming "criminal", "deviant" or "reformed" but rather of the conditions 

under ';'1hich the probabi I ity of occurrence of deviant acts' is increaS%Ci=oG 

decreased. Thirdly, like most of the current social-learning perspectives, 

PIC-R views deviant behaviour as normal behaviour in the special sense thaT 

deviant and nondeviant behaviourstare considered 'to be equally under ante
-'''''"" 

cedent and outcome control. 

None of this suggests that it is Impossible to identify rei iable differ
~ 

ences between persons I"ho engage in dev I ant act i vi ty at re lat i ve I y high rates 

and those whose deviant acts are less freqLlent. Those measures or attributes 

of persons and their situatjonswhich relate to the frequency of deviant 

activity are measures which function as indicaforsof the signal led rewards and 

costs for deviant activity. Here, PIC-R "differs considerably from labellIng 

perspectives such as Schur's (1973) •. Schur (1973) suggested there "li"'E! no 

3. 
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important d i ffere~2es,) n the persona I and soc i a I attri butes .of of fenders, and 

nonoffenders except that the offenders have been officially processed. While 

disregard i ng a I arge amount of research d'cita suggest i ng the contrary, Schur 
~~~ 

may at least be said to be emp)J,.as::izing the fact that the official label I ing 
(. 

or processing 'of "deviants" may alter antecedents and consequences and hence 

may alter the frequency of occurrence of deviant activity. 

A final theoretical issue raised by the first two principles is that 

o,f cho ice of I anguage system. The terms I!antecedent contro I I, and "consequent 

control" were chosen because they suggest environmental operatiQns, inter-

ventions or things that can be done in order to alter the rate of occurrence 
" 

of given behaviours. A somewhat more humanistic phrasing of "consequent 

control" is·o"/"o say that behaviour is functional: that is, behaviour is main

tained by the functions it serves for the individual, or by the needs it 

satisfies, or the goals it achieves, or the values it affirms. Such an alter

native phrasing may be very helpful when it comes to constructing measur,es of 

"rewards and costs'!.F~r example, it is useful to ask people what they value 

and what they hope to achieve when what we want to do is predict deviant 

behaviour.~ However, gaining actual control over antecedents and consequences 

wi I I be more helpful, if we wish to p~rti~ipate Tn altering the chances of 

deviant (or nondevlant) behaviour occurring. 

Antecedents and consequences are of two major types: additive events (stimul i 

are.introduced, extended braugmented) and subtractive events (stimuli are 
- \' 

wi~hdrawh. postponed or diminished). 

Principle Three is introduced in order to draw attention to two major 

,/ 

f\ 
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stImulus operations ava!;lable for alterirlg behavioural occllrrences. AdditiveU 

events are often called posit.ive (+) events and subtractive events are ·often 

called negative(..,.) events.~/e will employ the terms "addith/e" and "sub-

tractive" in order to aVoid the connotations of "positive" (wtth"pleasant") 
':; "1 

and "negative"'(with "unpleasant"). Additions to the environment may be 

"pleasant" or "unpleasant"as may be subt.ractio!,,)s from the~nvironment. As, 

later discussions will ~how, the additive ~ subtractive distinction has con-

siderable analytic value. 

4. The control I ing properties of antecedents and consequences are aCquired through 

the interaction of the person with the environment. The orinciples governing 

the aCquisition. maintenance and modification of the control ling prooerties of 

stimulus conditions include those of genetic and constitutional disposition 

and capabi lity; bioohysical functiohing; cognitive functfoning; human develop

ment; behavioural repertoire; state conditions; and resoondent'and ooerant 

conditioning including observational rule learning, symbol ic control 

and role enactment. 

Principle Four p:laces the analysis of deviant behaviour firmly within 

the mainstream of the biologid31, behavioural and soc,lal sc.iences. It is. '\ 

and quite deliberately so, a "catch-all" principle, intended to underscore 

the inter-disc(pl inary nature of the study of deviance while recognizing that 

our 1~v:~1 of unsJerstanding,of devi~nt be,haviour .lslimited by the level of 

knowledge in social ~nd life sciencesge~erall'Y. The classification of the, 
-

principles gQverning how stimuli acquire the ability to control behaviour is 

obvious I y not exhaust i ve nor are the c I asses ofpr i nc i p I.es mutua II y exc I us iVe. 

() 
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Principle Four says that we must be open to knowledge from a variety of 

sources and that the concepts of antecedent EJnd outcome stimuli provide a 

means of integrating the. kno\'/Iedge in th~ study ofde\(iant b~haviour. 

The biophysical, cognitive, developmental and other factors influence 

behaviour through some combination of variations in re~ponse capabi lity, 

variations in sensitivity to particular classes of stimuli, and differentials 

in the fundamental abilities to learn and to process information. When a 

response cannot be emitted because of biophysical or other types of incapacita

tion, then variations in signal led rewards and costs are not going to increase 
c 

"the probabi I ity of that response above (zero. When persons are insensitive 

to certain classes 'of stimuli because of biophysical or other I imits on 

information reception and processing, alterations in those stimuli as 

either antecedel1t,~ or consequences' are not go i ng to i nf I uence the probab i Ii ty 

of a given response. 

Genetics. The evidence for a genetic-criminal ity link continues to 

grow (Mednick & Hutching, 1978) although questions regarding the magnitude and 

mechanisms of the effect are very active research topics (Eysenck & Eysenck, 

1978; Cloninger et al., 1978). In addition to the twin and adoption studies, 

there is evidence that a variety of persohal ity factors wif.h apparent genetic 

I inks also relate to criminal ity: for example, intell igence (Hirschi & 

Hindelang, 1977), autonomic lability and other indices of bodily functioning 

(Hare &"Schalling, (1978), and extrOVersion and neuroticism (Eysenck, 1977). 

This'brief note on genetic factors should not be interpreted as suggesting that 

al J genetic-deviance I inks ~reascont!"oversial as the genetic-:criminality I ink 

(see, for' e><amp I e, standard textbook discuss ions of Hunt i ngton 's Chorea or 

\ 
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Do~n's Syndro~e). 

Constitutional factors and "biophysical functionJna: Permanentaltera-

tions in the biophysical system such as those associated with brain tr·auma, 

nutritional deficiencies, and endocrinological dysfunctions do have very dramatic 

and possibly chronic "effects on behaviour". Acut'/variations in biophysical 
\ '--:-/ 

functioning may also influence behaviour by way of variations in the control-

I ing properti~s of stimulus events and response capabi lities. Loss of co

ordination associated with alcohol consumption is an obvious example. 

HUman development: In so farasgeneral. principles of human develop-

ment suggest age-related variations jn;response capab) I ity and, .sens·itivity to 

different classes of stimul i, such principles may be helpful in the analysis ,. 

of deviant behaviour. An example of special interest in the study of del in-

quency is the developmental approach to the study of egocentrism.cChandler, 

1973). Age-related, variations in sensitivity to wishes, feel ings and knowledge 

of others suggest age-rela,~ed var:-iations in those for-ms of deviance subject 

to interpersonal control. 

Cognitive Functioning: Biophysical factors maypJace limits on intor-

mation reception, processing and ernission Wllmann & Krasner, 1975). .Even 

within the normal I imits of biophysical .functioning; there is the general 

prob I em of account i ng for. how i nformat ion is> i nterpretedand acted upon in 

the phenomenological sense. For example, whi Ie some pril1ciples of. PIC-R have 

to do with how current sentiments influence future behaviour, there is, for 

purpo.ses of understanding the acquisitIon of sentiments, the qlJestion.of how 

past behaviour may influence present attitudes. Thus, perspectiv.es such as 

~ 

" 
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cognitive dissonance (Aronson, 1976)-may be usefu·1 in understanding how cog

nitions mediate extJ~nal stimul i (Bandura, 1977). 

Behavioural repertoire: The notion of hierarchies (Catania, 1979) is 

perhaps the most basic idea in the behavioural I iterature. A person's beha-
... 

viour5 may be obser~ed, classifJed and ordered,as ~o their relative frequency 

of occurrence in specified situations. The construction of such a list 
)1 

al lows predictions about the probabi lity of behaviours recurring. Behaviours 

which have not been observed atall have zero probabil ity of occurrence. How-

ever, a change ,in the probabU ity of one behaviour i.n the hierarchy wi 1/ have 

ef fects on the probab i I ity oLrecurrence of other behav i ours-':"; even i nf I uence 
";'-

the emergence of behaviours outside the repertoire. Nonetheless, an analysis 

of hierarchies is an incomplete analysis in that the importance of stimulus 

events has been ignored. 

State col~d it ions: Wh j I e the importance of the state of the organ ism 
IJ 

has been impl ied by al I of the above, the principles of "satiationn and 

"deprivation" are of sufficient importance to warrant special mention. The 

control I ing properties of st}mulus events may vary with recent histories of 

the .degree and qua I ity of" exposure to those events. Genera I I y, the reward i ng 

value bf stimul i. increase"with lack of .. exposure (deprivation) and decr.ease 

with exposure (satiation). 

Contr61 I.ing ~timuli: Their Sources and Multiplicity 

5. Anteced.ents and consequences arise from four ma.jor sources:· the actor (per-

sona II y-med ia'ted events);, other persons (i nterpersona I I y-med i ated events); 

I 
. tl 
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the act itseff (non";mediated, or.<3utomaticand habitual events); and other 

aspects of the situation of action. 

\\ " 
1\ 
\\ 

,. 

The classification of 50urcesof controllrhg events anployed in 

Principle Five is less elegant than others more frequently fouhdin i"~e lii"er" 

ature: for examp'l e,i ni"erna I-external ,i ntriris ic~exi"ri ns'ic, or personal-

soc ia I. Wh i! e I ess than el egant, the c I ass i f icati:tm does serve certa in Lmpor-· 

tant functions. One, it directs attention to the possibility of diHerent 

levels of intervention in attempts to alter consequences; that is, some or al I 

of the personally, interpersorally, and n6n":mediatedevents may bd altered. 

Simi larly, it suggests that for descriptive studies w9shou/d considerinclu-

ding indicators of each of the different sources of outcome events. Thirdly, 

as will be developed later, the multiple classificatlon of so~rces(Princip/e 

Five) and types of outcome events (Principles Two and Three) will serve to 

order the major but narrower perspectives on deViance now apparent in the text-

books. The sources of contro I Ii n9 events wi I I be di scussed lvi th an emphasi s 

on consequent control, because oftha stress placed upon "signal led outcomes". 

"Personally-rnediated events'are ones typical Iydescribed as lIconscious", 

"del iberate" or "purp.osive"actions on the part ·of thE:! person. The pdrsonally

med i ated events i nel ude sel f- i n'structions (to proceed, "cease or change), se I f-

reward,. self-punishment, and other self-alterations of the situation(inclu~\' 

.ding moving +0 a different situation), Gener.al'y,'l-he p,.ersona"y-mediated, 

events are dependent upon.acornparisoncfone's planned o~ongbLngbehaviour, 

with a standard of conduct or performance. Thi.s involves self-monitoring of 

behaviour and sel f-eva luationwlth referencd to the standard. The standards 
.' -: 

of conduct may belmp lied by one's persona / .. sentimenTS (attitudes, va.1 ues. 

--~--- ---------

I 

' 
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and bel iefs), by external cues and I ikely reflect past successes and failUres 

in similar situations. Self-instruction and self-reward depend UPOh the results 

of the 5~lf-eval~ation, (i.e., upon the ~atch found between one's behaviour 

and the standard). The whole process is called behavioural self-management: 

setting standards of conduct, self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-

instruction and consequation. The most comprehensive statement on self-

regulatlon is that by Carver & Scheier (1981). 

Ulnterpersona"y-mediated events" are the evaluative behaviours and 

reactions of others present in the immediate situ9tion of action~ Normally, 

the verbal, gestural, and motor expressions of approval and disapproval by 
\, 

others, as wei I as the opportunity (or lost opportunity) to engage in other 

co-operative interpersonal behaviours constitute the control ling events. Note 

that for interpersonally-mediated events, the other person(s) must be present. 

Symbol ic interactions and antiCipation of the reactions of nonpresent others, 

are examples of personally-mediated control. 

The "automatic and habitual outcome events" are nonmediated in the sense 
l": . 

that the per~on is not engaging in deliberate self~management and the conse-

quences are not dependent upon the evaluatrve reactions of others. The 
., 

automatic outcomes are relatively rei iable and immediate outcomes which occur 

g)ven that an act of a specific type has been carrJed out. For example, an 

act has re I at i ve I y .. automat i c consequences in the form of propr i ocept i va feed

back. Some acts, such as food or drug consumption, may have automatic sensory 

and affective consequences. Some automatic outcomes; hC3bitual ones, may 

depend upon a history of ,"ewarded and/or costly behavlour~and given that his

tory., the outcomes occur. Through the process of respondent or c I ass i ca I 

r~:. 

'1 

\ 

" 
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conditioningl, stjmulus feedback from given acts may come to control condi

tionedemotional responses which function ,as consequent stimuli. In the area 

of drug use, the establishmeot of physical dependence ensures"that the Injec

tion of the drug wil,1 have the effect of escaping or avoiding withdrawal" 

distress. Completing various forms, of theft and sex4al and aggressive acts 

may automati ca II y bri ng about money and property" reduced arQusa I, he Ightened' 

exc i tement or the remova I elf an obstac Ie. I n such s I tuat I.ons of act i on, per:-
U ~ 

sona I I Y and i nterpersona I I y-med I ated ~vents need not exerc I se high leve I s of 

control 0 

other aspects of the situation may function as controlling events but 

many such, aspects may be seen as spec i a I I nstances of automati c or, persona I 

control. For e*~mple; the perceptio[l of a pol ic~ car In the vicinity, of an 

alarm system in a.store, or noting that the bar is about to close\,wi II, influ

ence behaviour by intl?racting with and/or contributing to the process of self-

management. 

6.. Variations in the probabi I ity of occurrence of a given class of behaviour are 

a positive function of the signal led d~nsity of the rewcirds for that class of 

behaviour and a negative function of the sifllalled density of the costs for 

that class of behaviour. 

"Dens Ity'! refers to the number, var i ety, magn Itude ,pnd qua II ty of out-

come event~ as well as the frequency, regularity and immediacy with which they 

, ,. 

occur. A relatively high density of rewards Inqicates that a variety of high qual ity 

rewards are produced with some regularity and immediacy. When a variety of out-

come events are being signalled, the temporaryeffect~cif deprivation or 

satiation with reference to any given class of outcome events is not rJkely·to 

() 
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have profound effects on the probability of a given behaviour occurring. 

Principle Six, departs from behavioural perspectives as they are 

represented in current textboOks. While the concept of "density" is found 

in the behaviour~1 textbooks, the laboratory studies have been concerned with 

only one or two responses and one or two antecedent and/or consequent stlmul I. 

little Is "krio,wn about multiple schedules and multiple rewards and costs. 

Given the multi-functional nature of deviance, a~ social-learning perspective 

must mOVe beyond the laboratory ~ata. 

Principle Six, when combined with Principles' Three and Five, suggests 

that sl ng I e faoTor stud I as or theori es are bound to account for on I y sma II 

proportions of the variance in multi-functional deviant acts. However, a 

comprehensive survey of the automatic, personal and interpersonal rewards and 

costs promises to increase understanding considerably. It Is apparent that 

the narrower perspectives on deviance have chosen to focus on one type of 

event rather than another (for example, on rewards rather than costs) or one 

source of controlling events (for example, the person rather than significant 

others). Simi larry, some focus on additive events whl'je others concentrate 

on subtractive events. 

Table 1 Is a summary of the first six prinCiples as appl ied to the 

types" and sources of outcome events for deviant behaviour. The table provides 

only a sample of possible outcome events and draws upon examples from the 

analysis of criminal behaviour and drug use and abuse. However; it should 

Illustrate that many forms of deviant behaviour are multi-functional. A 

deviant act ,nay be maintained by a Variety of outcomes and these control ling 
.". 

events may vary from individual ... to-indivldual and over the career and situa-

i 
i 
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" 
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~ource!;J of ConSt.:4i• t \F1Ces 

.,;1" f\lItocecltlnl':; 

~----------.-------
(Scmc typical dt!scr'iptlons 
of any concomitanT tlW~- ' 
t ionill stotes.) 

Table 

,/ 

.f 
,f 

:1 
1/ 
'---~------ ... --------i)--- ------__ J ___ _ ... _______________ _ 

Additivtl 
$ubtrLlcl ive 

("Pleasure") 

Costs 

Addi t IVe 
Subtractive '----------_. ----l 

l 
, Q 

-.----------------~------------------,'---------------------.---------------------------------------------._------------------------------_._-----------
("nel.iat" ) 

A. Personal: 2ill~!!,t!!~, 

nlloughts,imar)es, st:lf
tdlk, antlcipati9n of 

/ 
i' 

Positive 5el f-Iabell i.ng, 
Personal d[Jprovdl. Self-removal at negative 

[dbels, Avoiding or dis
counting negative, labels. 

("Pain") ('~Frustra f lon"/ 
IIDlsapPointment"; 
"Gr'iet") 

the reactions of 01h",,.s.) 

i) Ev/knts: 1---
h 
I! 

(An "active". "conscious", 
"del iberate", "sel f~ 
managing" person is 
assumed. ) 

I i) rAwm["f!s: 
t· 

/,atlon: Oandurd; ,; 
MeichrmboJum Kunfur; J 
Mahoney; Cdrvcr & Sch(!i~r. ! 

Sel f-i~strtJctiofl$ to 
proct!t:ld. 

tlegative sell-la!Jt!llin!j. 
persondl di$approvdl. 
Sel t- Instruct ions to 

"[ ilm not (j wimp/coward." 
"This is relaxing." 

cease. 

---------------------------~-------------"Thi:; is 9r"1.It". "This 
is tun." ":~hdt;) .,;fone!" 
.. J Jm 11 tone with I he 
univQrso." "I am Iree, 
i ndopunJt':n t, pOwer t u J 'j .. 
"Thdt wcJ'. ~"nt::. UI thtJ 
Clccln..,,,t t.l & E~.I h"'/e 
uYur dCLI.,rtlP I j shed. 't 
"\'/,111 lint i I I t .. l [ JOll 
about this." ~ 

"This is '::i<citin~, ;-t WLIS 

0;0 bor; ny befor'e." 
"Finally. 'oome tlnergy." 
~Thc dru~ laws are ~t~pid 
,:JnYwdY, " "The SOH 
dt]~t.!t Vtl'3 r t. Ir 

"I" teel sick" "This 
is wron4, in my eyos" 
in the eye:; of ~y 
:r.:>th"r. in th'o eyes of 
1;0,1." "This nuy might 
t iglof t;dck," 

Self-removal of puSi
tive lil~tlis. 
Recognition of pott/n
tlal lasses'. 

... - .... _-----
"Am I the type ot per
sOn who would steal/ 
hurt other people/ 
leave my ~Ids out In 
the rain while I buy 
a PIJ..:k ,of cigarettes?" 
"I.! my mother SIJW 

t~ls •••• " "I am )05-
In!) control." 

s;;;" !l;;I~YChOfo!Ii;:j---,1 
pcr'S/Jet:. tivo5 on sal t-rEo,JU-.! ! 

- --1r-
" / ~' a-;':!-;-OiTlc, ei;-;"i~J-1 

I dell r[ t kot ion 
. ~~ --.- -..--.. ..,... -. -~ .. [I~flirschi;_PlliilVI~; Freut! 

ContrOl thllOrists ~ emph,uls ')IIl;c:ultu;::;'-"nJ"i,;bu T,'inyhlllor i SIkJt:; . 
with <In i!m/Jh,I:;;~ 1m !,ymbql ie intl!rilctilln , -------.. -- ·-----0_- . 

CE:!!.!ct-~ntidl AS!lOCidt~r;...~Ht!Oty;~ with an :r~pI2~~~~.~~_:Ym6~.~J~~ct~~ 
on symbol ic int,~?~Oil, ___ -.J 
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I) S~n!:.ory/physioloqical 
,c (fect s and a flect I ve 
stimulation. 

i i) C(lna It ioned enat iona I 
ru~pun~~5. 

iii) E~turn~~'1 Events i1~d 
in an i .\t ill,ate manner 
to spec ~ ic types of 
acis ~uch as 1 heft 
and aggression. 

Table I (Cont'd) 

kC!w<Jrd~ 

"PI(!asur~" The tt!)tone 1t
, 

"tushn , "h ightt, tltJUzz". 
Arous,,' jag. 

[ Eyscnck 

"Hope" 

"flel illl": IrulTI bored,,",; 

CI)·JaY I 
fru!:.lr:(jt ion; 

,------- ---
Anomie; rru!:.lrdtion 

1\~111r~!'JS ion 

<lnxillty/lension/gullt; 

[S"t7l!s!:.-reduc t i on . t h~ 
w,ithdrdwal di!>tress; 

ILlnde,;mith I 
from a dry, s=ratchy 
thr03t. 

"Rei iel'·' 

The: lJehavioural versions 01 
Lindc~mit.~h ____________ ~ 

1,loney, prcl'ert y. 
Sexual !:.ati~f3ction. 
Signs 01 pl<inhubmi!.!>ion. 

RtJlllOval ·ot dl;:~truct ion 
of a/fru~trating agent. 

~~-:-----~--.--'--------.,.-------
~- Q 

Co!>t!:. 

"PJin" 

l~dU!>ea @omc i rltervent iont 
such a~ nogdlive prdctico 
and "rapid ~moking" exoner
ate the naturally dversive 
con5equences of 5peci I ic 
behdvlours:l 

'·'fear" 

Eysenck; Hare; Lyken, 
Schachter & Latant; 

The posslbi lity 01 r~ta
Ijation; signs of co~
qUCfit t.y aroe,tht'r. 

ttFru~tru1 iun" 
L~.,;", of ph~!>icdl 
cv-,)ro i flat iun. f{OillOVll I 
of pi UoJ!.dnt df 1 oct iv", 
or 5t!n50ry ~tat~5. 

Hlint .& AZ"iJ!lJ 

"Frustratiop" 

Interference with on
going activltie~. 

~&AZrll1 
Loss of money (gamll
ling. 

>.1 
! 

,[ 
; 
I 
; 
] 
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Table I (Conf'd) 

Costs 

Additive Subtrdctlve Additive SUbtr!>o:.tivE: ---c----------------.. ~--.---------.---. ~--.. ------.---.-- ...... -- ...... ---.. ~ .. --..... ---------' r-'---

fy.£.r:,.!..§..: 

I) Direct ev"ludl ion 
of c~pra,sion5 of 
others. 

Ii) Aehdvioural oppor
tun.ltles Involv
In·r;Jother persons. 

Some r.elevant general 
~oclal-psycholagic~1 
perspectives on inter
personal influqnce: 
group dynamics ·t/u.lory; 
soc ia I I earni n9 
theory, tlio relation
ship and contlnyency 
dirnensions. 

Approval, ~tfection, 
atlent.lon. 

Opportunity to engage 
In "valued" ~ctivi
ties. The approvdl 

~ of other 5 ancJ ~roup 
",unbership bl in,!s the 
opportunity lor a 
variety of .UCibl, 
recreatioroal und 5CX
ual actlvi,t ies. ., 

Redud ion of d i !i",pprova I. 

Opportunity to escape/ 
dvo.ld "disliked" activi
t les( such. as war.k and 
aut hoI' I ty; f dm i I Y rcspon
slbl I ity; .or being dione, 
bored, generd Ily t rus
t,'dted). Opportunity to 
en!Jdge In otherwi-se )I.cry 
co~tly behaviours o( in 
the scn!.e that i ntox ICd
t Ion may r.educe the costs 
of aggressive/sexual dis
plays. 

----'--"'-' --c----.,.--, 
Subcultural and lal>ell irlg fli",urh,ts, 
with an emphasis on the intcq"::"sonal 
contingencies. 

L~lbt~a ("Sc>und i ng") :I 

[) 

Di!iupproval 

Forced to engage in dls
I iked activities (tor 
eXill1lple: hewing to Ils
tcn to the same old 
stories told by drink
ing buddies; having to 
interact with disl iked 
others. 

Reduct ion 0 t bPpro~a I , 
"Herot Ion. 

Lost opportunity to 
eng<lgc in "valued" 
act I v it i es. (; 

Reduced approval, 
affection and atten
tion. 

Control theorists,. with an 
€Il1pha!. 15 on the i rd or person.! I 
cant ingencies. 

Reckle~s; Hirschi; Piliavin, Hun1 
and Au i n 
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tiens of any given individual. 

Nete hew the majer secial-psychelegical theeries .of deviance distri

buJe themselves acress the Table; Themetivatienal theeries tend te fall in " 

the ~irst twe cclumns (the rewards) while the centre I thecries fal I in the 

last twe celumns (the cests). Metivaticnal theerists emphasize the petential 

rewards fer deviant behavieur while the centre I theerists emphasize the peten-

tial ccsts .or the facters which deter deviance. 

Within the motivatienal set, Merten's Ci968), anemie version emphasized 

the material rewards .of money and preperty with some additicnal reference te 

enhanced pewer and prestige. Whi Ie such cytce'mes may functien as additive 

rewards, there is the distinct sense in Merton's writings that such events 

alsc serve as subtractive rewards, that is, functicn te preduce r~J ief frem a 

sense .of frustratien and al ienatien. The classicpsychcanalytic as well as 

frustratien-aggressicn theeries CDc I lard et al., 1939; Berkowitz, 1962) alse 

suggest that crime may serve an escape/avcidance functicn a.s dces the stress-

~~ducticn fIl9del .of alcehcl ism (Sebell & Scbel', 1972)"and Lindesmith's (1947) 

perspective.on hercin addicticn. Seme valued end-states may be m~'re readily 

breught abeut by deviant rather ¢han nen'deviant acts: fer example, exciTement 

and thril Is (Miller, 1958; Quay, L965); independenceeJesser et al:, 1973); 

Miller, 1958); a demenstratien .of ene's ccntempt fer the existing secial 

'.order' or-a'naff irmation .of ene's commitment te anew ,order ,'(the cenf I ict 

"·theOrists),' Depending upcn the deviant versus nondevlant eri,entation .of ene's' 
/y' 

self a'hdone's friends" deviantactiv'itymay"alse bring abeut theappreva,Icf 

ene's self and ene's frien·ds. Subcultural~,and:'label'l ihg theorists emphasize" 

such pers.ona' 'va~luesand soc'j'~ !norms' a I t'hcughthey tend tebever.y" quiet 

regarding the precess by which ncrmsguide behavicur.. 
\1 

1.1'1 centrast, PIC-R 

f' 

./ 
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suggests the 'processes', and that control wil I be evident at both the personal 

and interpersonal levels. As suggested by Burgess & Akers (1966), Sykes & 

Matza's (1957) techniques of neutrarlzatfon (or rationalizations for deviance) 

constitut'e verbalizations which serve to avoid, escape or deflect negative 

labelling by one's self or by others. PIC-R incorporates the general rewards 

suggested by the na rrower' mot i vat i ana I theor i es of dev i ance but does not 

negate the possibi lity that for some individuals, under some' circumstances, 

the motives for deviant behaviour .. can be highly idiosyncratic (the signs of 

pain in others as in the ca.se of sadism; sexual attraction for chi I·dren as in 

the case of pediphilial. 

Contra I theor i sts emphas i ze the costs of devi ance but differ among 

Themselves in terms of the types of costs emphasized. Eysenck (1977) emphasized 

deficits in fear conditionabil ity. Some researchers have found specific 

correlates of psychopathy at the autonomic level (Hare & Schal ling, 1978). 

Others emphasize ties to conventional moral codes and affective ties to con-

ventional others (Hirschi, 1969; Piliavin et al., 1968; Reckless et al., 1972), 

as well as generalized sensitivity (or insensitivity) to the wishes, feelings and 

expectations of others (Chandler, 1973; Hogan 1 1969), When one i s,"sfrongl yti ed ' 

to convention then/deviant activity occurs at the risk; o"f personal '~a~d inter-

personal disapproval plus fhe loss of affection and esteem. 
(\) 
\; 

\. '."-

OJ fferent ia lassoc i at i o~;theory (Svther I arld' &. Cressey, 1970), one of the 

more conceptua I I Y and. emp iri ca I Iy satJ sfying ·of the genera I. perspectives~(Andrews, 

1980; Johnson, 1979), appears se.nsitive to both rewards and, costs. However, the 

or ig ina I statement of differentia I association' p I a~e!1~ an over-emphiilsls on the sym

bolic (or personal) level, of control .• Ttl~available empJricalliterClture, with the 

~., 0 
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intriguing exception of Kohn & Annis (1973), suggests that peer support and 

personal senTiment measures make independent contributions to the predict-

abi I ity of indices of deviant behaviour (Andrews & Wormith, 1981; Johnson, 

1979; Jensen, 1972; Andrews & Kandel, 1979). In brief, deviant associates 

increase the chances of deviant activity above and beyond the Influence they 

have on one's personal bel iefs regarding deviance. Social support involves 

interpersonally-mediated approval as wei I as an increased resource supply 

such as access to a "fence" or to 

The personal ity correlates 

drugs. 

~' .. ~.- .. 1 
'\ V 
of" criminal ity may also be located within 

Table 1. \'/hen high value is placed uppn excitement and thri II-seeking and 

upon independence, then the probability of .exploring crime increases. Some 

valued consequences are simply more readily achieved through deviance. Mea-

sures of psychic discomfort (such as anxiety, low self-esteem, al ienation) 'may 

be related to criminal ity in at least two ways: one, certain forms of deviance 

may reduce psychic distress (a subtractive reward); two, with a background of 

low levels of self-satisfaction, the subtractive costs of deviance are going 

to be relatively low. A deficit in self-control suggests an impulsivity quite 

compatible wifh stumbl ing into trouble as well as a reduced chance that pro-" 

social sentiments would guide behaviour through self-management. Personal 

tolerance for deviance increases Nle chances of self-rewards for deviance and 

reduces the chances of self-punishment for deviance. Egocentri$m, or lack of 

empathy, suggests a redUction in the control i ing potential of the anti~ipated 

or actual reactions of others to one's deviant acts. Measures of psychopathy 

are likely a complex function of se I.f-contro I deficits, egocentrism, and 
.:'> ... ---';. 

g~ne"'al ized tolerance for deviance. LoW scores on measures of soc·lal'· /j pOwer, )) 

'\ 
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and persona I competence suggest that the person is un like r y to be in rece 1 pt of 

many rewards for nondeviant pursuitsand~ hence, the .subtractive costs of 

deviance are slight and 'the motivation for crime is strong. 

The impl ications of PIC-R for predictive studies and the design of 

intervention progcams will be developed later buts few additional points 

shou I d be noted here, parti cu I arl y with reference t?1 persona I ity var iab I es. 
f 

Note the joint importance of the density of rewards and costs and the rules 

by which r,ewards and costs are del ivered. Th~ operation of personal'y-

mediated contra I sassumes a person WiTh ski II sto self-manage as well as a 

set of standards of conduct. The app I icati on of self-management sk i.1I s may; 

promote or discourage deviant behaviour depending upon whethe.r the standard.s. 

are pro- or anti·deviant. Self-esteem is one. product-of self-evaluation and 

it is likely that the r.elationship, between self-esteem and deviant GOnductis 

Jtse I f dependent upon whether one persona 1/ y approves ord i sapprovesof 

deviance. More generally, measures of personal distress and personal deficits 

and competenc i es wi I I be part i cu.I arly rei evant "to deviance among persol')S who, 

lack personal and social sUppori"sfor deY i~mce. Ina sense ,when the per

sonal arfd social support$ for crime' are weak, ene's person or situation needs. 

to be a Trifle "unusual'~or "crazy" for oneto'getJnto crime. When the 

persona I and soc ia I supports for crime·Ciiestreng:.one needs on Iybe a :"crook" 

or a "revolu"tl()I')ary"., The p€irson.and Situations 9f some ''':crookslt''may. be., 

"crazy" but the -craz inessofcr60ks does no.tnecessarily red atei n strong 'ways 

to theircri'minality.· Addie0980l retenflytoek an advance look .at the .): 

personal ity-crt,mi nal ity I inl<semergingt"rorilan ongoCj ngsfudy;'CAndrews &. Ki essl i ng, 

in progress) and found, as ooeexample"thatneuroficism i3mong male probationers wa~ 
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positively associated with criminal ity when ties to crime were weak but un

related to criminal ity when ties to crime were strong. 

Magnitude of Effects 

The pre~eding principles have reviewed some basic concepts and operations, 

and have suggested the nature and sources of some fundamental control ling 

factors. The next set of principles focus not simply on the direction of 

effects (increasing or decreasing the chances of deviant behaviour) but on 

the magnitude-of effects (on how much of an increase or decrease is observed). 

Anyone who observes their own behaviour and the behaviour of others knows that 

the magnitude of the impact of any event often depends upon a host of other 

fpctors. ,;1 statistical terms we talk of interactions: the effect of Factor 

A depends upon Factor 8. A $1,000.00 bonus d~1 ivered to a person earning 

$12,000.00 a year is probably more highly valued than a $1,000.00 bonus given 
,:') 

to a person earning $50,000.00 per year. To our knowledge the fol lowing 

principles have no equivalent in the laboratory literature but, with the intro

duction of the concept of "density", such principles appear necessary. Should 

the principl~s recei~e systematic empirical support they wil I be of'some . 

practical significance in predjction and intervention. 

7. The magnitude of the effect ofanyonesianal1ed rewatd,for any class of 
, 

behaviours, depends upon the signa1 led density af other rewards for that class 

of behaviours. General I~t themagnltude of the effect of anyone reward is 

greatest aTsomeihtermedi·ate levelofdensitYt and the magnitude of the effect 
,j,~ 

of· anyone' reward is d imtn,j shed at the. lowest· and hi ghestl evel s of den~ hy·~;·, 

S imil ar I V, . the magnitude ofthEr ef'fect'· of anyone cost for any cl ass of 

\ 

." 
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behaviours is qreatestatsome ,in·termediate level of density of costs. 
\\ 

~I 

Consider the fol lowing: prior to the initiation of cigarette smok": 

ing. the automatic rewards are not establ ished (the sensory changes, the 

pleasure derived from watching the smoke swirl about,in the air and. ultim-

mately. the avoidance of the discomfort of withdrawal). Under such row 

density of reward conditions, neither the possibi I ity of approval from one's 

friends nor the possibil ity of positive self-definition ("I'm a real man") 
'), 

are I ikely to have dramatic impact on the chances of one taking up cigarette 

smok i ng. However 1 with the poss i b iIi ty of both i nterpersona I approva I ari'd 

positive self-label I ing. the chances of 'taking up smoking may increase greatly. 

But what about the situation of a regular smoker? -- the automatic rewards are 

likely firmly established and there is a relatively high density of rewards for 

smoki ng. Under such circumstances fi nd i ng a new reason ·to fse I good about 

one's smoking is unTikely to have much impact on the frequency of cigarette 

smoki ng. 

'.' 
The folJ9wing figure~ provide a more.~enera1 representation of Princi-

pIe Seven for both rewards and costs. In-a sensa Principle Seven states that 

there is a "threshold" effect and a '.'cejJ iog" or "over~de.termjned"effecT. 
" 

When SOme critical level of density of rewardS is reached, behaviour really 

takes off .. Above some level of dens;ity the,re is so much support for that 

behaviour that the ceil ing has been approElc;hed and .adding(or subtracting) 
"' 

one reward makes very I ittle difference •. When a variety of high quaUty re: 

wards are being del i~ered reguJarly,one~ rewj;lrd is n,ot I i,kely to be missed if, 

withdrawn'. Single:-focusOrntervent}.on programsar~.doomed to failure. with that 

proportion ofcl ients whose, deviant behaviour is "oYerqetermined" b,ut have 
;'.: 

j'",','~ 1. 
, 
I 

" 
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great potential for cl ients whose deviant acts are not under multiple schedules 

of reward. 

Consideration of the effects of the formal legal costs of crime is 

interesting. Very I ikely, increasing the immediacy and regularity with which 

criminal penalties are imposed, and seen to be imposed, would result in some 

reduction in criminal behaviour. However, consider the effects of capital 

pun i shment (as a signa I 'ed cost) on the rate of un i versa I 'y condemned acts 

such as murder. The personal, interpersonal and other costs assoc-

iated with murder are very high, that is, very dense. Thus the (re)introduction 

of capital punishment would have little impact on murder rates. However. for 

illustrative as opposed to pol icy purposes, the rates of i I legal parking would 

drop dramatically if capital punishment was introduced as a (signalled) cost. 

c::;:' 

Principle Seven accounts for the sometime nature·of the finding of 

Attitude-by-Social Support interactions on frequency of drug use. Sometimes 

positive attitude~toward drugs tend to be more strongly associated with drug 

use when one's friends use drugs than when one's friends are not drug users. 

Equally important. the effects of social support are sometimes greatest when 

attitudes toward drugs are positive. 

,. 
The next figure is a hypothetical representation of the sometime find-

.i~,g of an Attitude-by-Social Support inferaction. The increases in drug use 

found with increases in positive attitudes are greater under strong social 

support conditions,than under weak so~ja.1 support conditions. Similarly, the 

effects of social support increase with increasingly positive, att.itudes :·toward 

drugs. 

r;, 
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Principle Seven suggests that the interaction should disappear when 

there are additional rewards for drug use (for example, sensory-physical 

effects, avoidance of withdrawal distress, etc.). There is now some evidence 

(Andrews & Kandel, 1979) that the interaction is most evident among those who 

move from the nonuser-to-user category and less evident among regular users 
(\ 

(those for whom the intrinsic rewards ha~e been establ ished). 

The magnitude of the effect of the signalleddensit~of the costs for any class 

of behaviours depends upon thd signal led density of the rewards fo~ that class 

of behaviours. Generally, the effect of density of costs is greatest at some 

intermediate level of density of rewards and diminished at the lower and 

higher levels of density of rewards. 

Combining the language of the motivational and cO[ltrol theorists, when 

the motivation is very weak, it does not take much to deter. \vhen the motiva-

tion is very strong, it is difficult to deter. However, disincentives mi3Y be 
I) 

crucial when the incentives are only moderate in strength. 

The next figure ,provides a general representation of Principle Eight. 

A practical impl ication is that a rapid deceleration in deviant activity may 

be accomp I i,shed by both reduc i ng the dens i ty a f the reward s for cr i me and 

increasing the densit~ of the costs for crime. In fact, if the density of 

the rewards remains high, th,~11- there are severe I imits on the effectiveness 

of an increased density of cost's~-If the rewa,d density is Iqwj there is 

" little behavioqrat, advantage associated with the i'ntroduction of sevev costs. 

\vhen the costs are very high, just a sl ight reduction in signalled rewards 

will produce a dl~amatjc reduction in behaviour. 
" 

High 

Level of 
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B. 
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Figure 4 
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Principle Nine wi II outl ine important ";~nks between the contingencies 
\.\ 

for deviant and nc:>.cndeviant behaviour (the term IIcontin9;anciesll refers to the 
. p 

fact tha'(- the del i very of rewards and costs is depend((nt upon the occurrence 
. \ 

of deviant>or nondeviant acts). Principle Eight suggested that the rewards 

and cos'ts for dev i ance shou I d be cons i dered in comb i nat ion. Pr i nc i pie Nine 
/'''/11 

extends this to multiple consideration of the rewards and costs for deviant 

and no.ndeviant behaviour. Some specifics of Principle Nine are developed in 

a set of subprinciples and associated commentaries. 

Variations in the signal led rewards and costs for one class of behaviour 

(deviant or nondeviant) may produce variations in the probabi I ity of occur-

rence of the other class of behaviours. The maqnitude of the effect is a 

function of interconnecting contingencies and schedules for deviant and non-

deviant behaviour. The rewl:lrds for nond~viant behaviour approach their 

maximum impact on the chances of deviant behaviour under the fol lowing con-
-Ii 

ditions: a) when and where relatively noncos.t!y and nondeviant behaviours 

produce a relatively high density of rewards, includina rewards 

simi lar to those produced by deviant behaviour; 

b) when and where the costs for deviant b0haviour include a reduc-

tion, ],9stponement, omission or interuption in the deliverv of 

those rewards produced by nondeviant behaviour; and, 

c) when and where nondeviant behaviours are incompatible with 
\~. 

deviant behaviour. 

Principle Nine has strong ethiccd and rhetorical appeal. Within the 

context of most human and social service agencies, it would be repugnant to 

Ii 

o 
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systematically reduce the rewards and increase the costs for deviant behaviour 

without as systematically opening up nondeviant and noncostly alternative 

routes to r~wards. At a very practical level, any agency which focused exclu-

sively upon reducing the rewards and Increasing the costs for deviant behaviour 

would soon find itself deal ing with cl i~~ts who, when not attacking the agency, 

would be escaping from it. 

Principle Nine "a", is based on three wei I-establ ished laboratory 

phenomena. One, when rewarding alternatives are available, they are explored. 

Two, in a choice situation, that behaviour with the highe~! density pf re-

wards and lowest density of costs is chosen. Three, punishment is most 

effective in reducing the frequency of a given act when alternative and non-

punishing routes to the same rewards are provided. In brief, opening-up 

noncostly and nondeviant routes to rewards increases the effectiveness of the 

costs in effect for the deviant act. The following figure is a hypothetIcal 

representat i on of a typei a I laboratory find ins.;. 
~ »" 

Principle Nine "a" made special reference to the del Ivery of rewards 

similar to those del ivered by deviant behaviour. This is an important 

I imiting condition. The typical correctional goal 6f enhancing the employ-

ment status of offenders may be most relevant for those whose crime is under 

the control of rewards normally del ivered by employment. Getting a job may 

have more impact on the criminal ad'S of thieves than the criminal acts of 

pediphiles. 

Principle Nine"b" recognizes some very special circumstances under 

which incr~asing the density o~the rewards for nondeviant behaviours may 

/) 

I) 
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impact on deviant behaviour even when the rewards aredissirrd lar. According 

to Principle Nine "b";, increasing the densrty of the rewards f<i:'t nondevlant" 

The behaviour is a major way of increasing the costs for devIant behaviour. 

principle is taken directly from the Hunt and Azrin (1973) community-reinforce-

ment approach to al cohol ism,. A fundamenta I way i n w~ i ch the commun i ty con

trols deviance is by reducing or withholding the rewards normally del ivered 

for nondeviant behaviour. This control through subtractive costs presupposes 

a background of dense rewards in the first place. In thenwords of the song 

"f,eedom is just ano er wor th d for noth ",.ng left to losei,.2 

Principle Nine "c" draws attentfon to the compatibi lity of deviant 

and nondeviant pursuits. When behaviours which are incompatible with deyiance 

are rewarded,,?then the probability of deviance decreases. Incompatibility 

may be evident in ter"ms of the physical nature of the act, the location of the 

act, the orientation of co-particlpants, and the pe¥sonal sentiments which 

accompany the acts. 8eing "on the job" is incompatible with being "on the 

streets", "attending church" is not "hanging'out in a 'bar", and associating 

with school chums may not be associating with committed thieves. 

Overall, Principle Nine sugg~sts that measures which tap, and inter

ventions which influence, the density of the rewards and ,satisfactions 

associated wj~h nondeviant pursuits with nondevfant~thers in nondevlant set~ 

. t i ngs \v i I I be assoc i ated w i'th vari at ions in the chances of dey i ant acts ,; 

occurring. Motivational theorists recognized this when they conceptual ized 

some forms of dtviance as innovati~e, retreatist, escapist; reI ief-seeking 

or tension .... reducing endeavours. Control TheorJsts, recognized This when they 

suggested that The strength of one 1st I as to convent ion wa s a,n i nd i cator of 

Ii 
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the magnitude of the costs associated with deviance. The broad social-

learning perspective suggests that stress and deprivation in conventional 

settings may have both effects, increasing the incentives for deviance and 

reducing the costs of deviance. PIC-R has also suggested some important 

I imiting conditions on the role of ties to convenlif" ion: for example, some 
" \ 

values may be particularly weI I served by deviance and not as wei I served by 

nondaviant behaviour; without a reduction in the densl.tyof rewards contin-

gent upon deviance, the effect of strong ties to convention is weakened; and, 

ties to convent ion (asi nd i cators of the potentia I costs of dev i ance) may d)e 
' .. 

of mbst importance When ties to crime are of rr.oderate strength (Principle 

Eight>" 

There are some circumstances under which partiCipation in nondeviant 

activities may increase the chances of deviant acts occurring. Many conven

tional behaviours a:-e subject to the label deviant when they OCcur at 

inappropriate times or in inappropriate situations. Sometimei it is a matter 

of inappropriate intensity or frequency. Passing cheques, using credit cards 

and "borrowing" money and property are activites with rather narrow and 

sometimes blurred conventional boundaries. Many forms of sexual and drug-

related activities have more or less narrow conventional (nondeviant) limits. 

Low consensus forms of deviance have, by definition, boundaries which vary 

from social group to social group. A near-industry has been created for 

psycho logy in recent years t,h.rough attempt i ng to def i neand deve I op "appro

pr i ate'" I eve I s of assert i veness. Another recent examp I e of the I ess than ... - " ,~ .\.; 

d i s1" i nct boundar i es of convent i ona I conduct was The entry of governments into 

thetre'ldltional street-level "numbers racket". 
Finally, the heightened con-

" 0::. 
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·cernover the sexual and physical abuse of children has undersc9red distinc-

tions between discipline and abuse and between affective support and sexual 

act i v ity. Genera I I y, some forms of dev i ance may be attr i buted TO~ i nap pro-
= 

priate general ization or a fai lure of discrimination. 

Political and Socia-cultural Systems 

There has been an understandable and yet regrettable tendency in th.e 

social sciences to ta'lkofa poli"ticj:lleconomy of deviance versus socio~.cuJtural 

perspectives versus individual perspect!ves. Following ~urgessand'Akers (1966), 

the PIC-R position that developed is: the immediate re'llard-costcon"tingencies 

influence individual bellaviour but many of the factors which produce and 

maintain these contingencies are at the broader social and pol itical levels. 

The term "contingencies" is used in its broadest sense to refer to the nature 
\' 

of the rewards and costs, the behavioural opportunities and resources and 

how the delivery of rewards and costs depends upon behaviour. Sometimes 

variations in contingencies may be described as structural inequalities in 

the d i str i but i on of resou rces and, power. 

10. Historical, geographic and pol itical-economic factors primarily influence 

10 individual behaviour by way of the contingencies which they produce within 

I I • 

(:::' 

settinas and communities. 

'_1 

Setting and community factors include physical. envir-onmentaland cultural vari-
o 

behaviourthroLigh the reward-cost con"tihaencies "they maintain w',;f.hin the settings. 
'....::.;. 
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A pol itlcal economy and history of the law, criminal justice and 

corrections Is developing but the field awaits a sophisticated political 

economy of criminal behaviour. The .wr.,it,~.ngs 9f Taylor et al. (1973) provide 
.,. 

an extended and ver;y I ively discussion of that need. At the present time, 

the classic works of the Chicago School continue to stand as the most direct 

examples of political factors In delinquency among the poor (see Martin, 1973). 

Simi larly, the cross-cultural work of Field (1962) on drunkenness continues 

to be one of the few impressive empirical accounts of how political and economic 

factors may relate to family structure and how fami Iy structure in turn re

lates to drinking behaviour. What must also be noted is that many of the 

personality (Eysenck, 1977; Donovan & Jessor, 1978) and situational (Nettler, 

1978) correlates of deviance are the same across groups and settings which 

are diverse in their structure and culture. 

W l"th the present I eve I of know I edge regard i ng the, Importance of po I 1-

tical-economic factors, it is difficult not to engage in dramatizations of the 

obvious: the "obvious", that is, when one's concern is with a~counting for 

inter- and intra-individual variations in deviant behaviour. The oovious 

factors not to be dramatized include the fol lowing: social gro.ups create 

deviance by the defining and enforcing of rules the violation of which con

stitutes deviance; cattle-rustling iS'more frequent in rural than urban centres; 
,; 

white-collar settings tend to produce white-collar crime whi Ie the "street" 

produces "street" crime; black"market bperations increase when valued goods' 

are scarce and over-pr,i ced ·,in the leg i t,i mate,. market·. 

Principle Twelve wil I develop the basic dimensions for the analysts of 
/>\ 
( .-

the cont i ngene i es 'II ith i n a~ystem but so~e pre lim i nary comments mClY be. h.e I pfu I . 
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Principle Eleven isla key sociological principle as opposed to a social psycho

logical pri~ciple. Ecological and socia-cultural factors influence Jndividual 

behaviour only in so far as those factors influence the contingencies under 

which individual's behave. This is the behavioural version of Durkheimls 

"social fact". 

Three major elements of the social structure of systems are membership 

composition, role composition, and status composition. The membership com-

position of a s,ocial syst.em is a summary mea~ure of the, characteristics of 

the individual members of the system. We have evidence of a membership com-

positio'n effect when we can demonstrate, for example, that being a member, of 

a group in which men outnumber women influences the behaviour of both males 

and fema I es in the group. Such a demonstrat ion requ ires that we a I so I,ook at 

the individual behaviour pf men and women in groups where the men are not 

dominant. 

An example with social class (income level) is particularly relevan+ 

to the analysis of criminality_ The empirical evidence regarding the effeCi:'~ 
I' • ;l.' of social class suggests that I iving in a lower class" neighbourhood is a "Jore 

'f/ _, important factor than bne's own personal income (a common index of socia} () 

class). The situation is illustrated on th~ next page. 
'/ 

j .. 

The figure suggests t,hat 'there is very i ittle difference in' the crfmi-
/' 

nalityof low and high incomeindividui3ls but thatl,iv,ing in a low income ar;ea 
" 

is associated with relatively high criminal ity among path the,low c:lndhigh i.n-

come individuals. Contingencies are in effect within low i~come neighbourhoods 

Which influence the deV'iantbehaViour, of low and high incpine, individuals. For 

/' 
example, there may be greater access to some of the re~ources()necessaryfor crime. 

,: ~ 
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Figure 6 
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The effects of rules (personal and social) may be analysed in a 

simi lar way. Individuals have their own personal attitudesl"values and be
\. 

I iets (or rules) regarding the appropriateness of varioL!S behaviours. Systems 

or groups may be characterized in. terms of the average normative position or 

the dominant normative position. Personal rules and s~cial norms may 

both impact on the individual as the next figure illustrates. 

The hypothetical representation suggests that tolerance for deviance 

has an effect both as an i nd iv i dua) attr i bute and as a group attr i bute. 

Those with high personal tolerance for deviance ar-e more likely to engage in 

deviant activity than are thdse less personally supportive of deviance no 

matter the group level of tolerance. At the same ,time, even those who are 

pe.rson,al Iy not supportive of deviance are more I ikely to engage in deviant 
\~\ 

acf~vity when the group tolerance is high as op~osed to when the group toler-

ance is low. As in the social class example l .contingencies are in effect 
", 

which influence the behaviour of al I members of the community. 

Persons occupy different positions within social systems and the con-

cept of role refers to those sets of"behaviours (inter-related operants) 

which anyone in a given position in a given social system would display. 

"Status" refers.to,therights and obligatJons which go sltongw(th role beha-

viours. There may be large differences in the styles and preferences of fathers, 
. , 

but anyone in i"he "fai"her ro I e" is expeci"ed i"o bellave ; n certai n standard ways .• 

Similar/YI there are i"remendous individ.ual differences among probation officers 

bui" certain aspeci"s of the role of "probation officer" are consTants. The 

contingencies which apply may vary wii"h (701e5 1 thai" iS I with posJf'ion in i"he 
d' 

sysi"em. 

l\ 
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Figure 7 
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A major practical implication of Principle Eleven is that it may be 

difficult for a worker to establ ish and maintain some contingencies for cl ients. 

It may be more feasible to help the cl ient secure a role within a social sys

tem where the natural contingencies are antideviant. Principle~Twelve has to 

do with the major dim,ensions for analysing the control I ing potential of any 

given setting or social system. Note that a comprehensive,analysis would 

involve an examination of al I systems ot'whlch the individual is a part. 

12. Two basic dimensions for the analysis of the effects of systems on the deviant 

and nondeviant behaviours of its members are ''the normative and the control 

dimensions. The "normative dimension includes behavioural orescriotions and 

proscriptions and their distribution according to one's position within the 

system. The control dimension includes the visibi Ilty of normative and deviant 

behaviour to oersons who control resources (includina potential rewards and 

costs); the quantity, variety, qual ity and maqnitude of potential rewards and 

costs; the immediacy, frequency, and regularity with 'lihich rewards and costs 

are de livered; and, the ma i ntenance of . i nter"':'connect i nacont i ngenc i es for 

deviant and nondeviant behaviour. 

Principle Eleven suggested that an. analysis of the member:ship, role 

and status compos it i on of soc i a I systems might revea I ev i dence that certai n 

cont i ngenc i es were be i ng ma inta i ned wh"i ch encouraged (or discouraged) the occur-:

rence of deviant behaviour among members or sets of members of a given social 

system. Pri nc ip I e Twel ve app I ies the earl i er i nd iv idu~ II y-?rl ented pri ncip I es 

of PIC-R to the analysis of social system~and suggests two sets of questions 

rega:'"ding systems. 'One, what behaviours and goals are considered uappropripte" 
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or "good" versus "bad"? (Related is the question of whether the norms and 

values vary according to position in the system.) Two, what resources are 

available within the system, what rewards and costs are avai lable for del i-

very, and is the de I i very of the rewards and costs such that strong effects 

on behaviour wil I be found? 

Consider the effects on deviant behaviour of membership in peer groups. 

The first question is whether the dominant normative position in the groups 

is pro or antideviant? <It may, be neither, i.e., nonscriptive.) The earl ier 

dIscuss i on of persona I ru I es and soc i a I norms suggested that the average or 

dominant normative position of a group may influence the behaviour of its 

members and above and beyond the effects of one's personal bel jefs. Principle 

Twelve suggests an additional question regarding the quality of the rewards 

that members of the group can de liver to eac.h other. One so lid i nd i cator of 

the qua I i ty of rewards de livered ina group is a measure of how much members 

like and care for each other. When there is a re lati 'Ie I y high degree of 

mutual I iking and caring, expressions of approval and disapproval will be. more 

effective than they would within groups characterized by hosti I ity,. mistru'st 

or low levels of affective involvement. 

\~> 

Linden and Hackler (1973) have provided an important empirical analy-

.sis of the joint importance of group norms and qual ity of affective relation-

ships. Their study also incorporated the idea that persons belong to more 

than one group. Del inquency rates were highest among youths who had strong 

affective ties to ~el inquent peer~ in combination with weak affective ties to 

conventional others ('parents). Del inquency rate,? were lowest among youths 
II 

who had weak affective ties to del inquent peers, in combination with strong 

j 
!: 
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affective tJes to parents. Andrews (1980) pr-ovides several addi-rional examples 

based on experimental investigations of counselling procedures in corrections. 

In brief, the empirical studies show that the quality of the interpersonal 

relationships within groups affects the ar:;ouni of influer:ce a grOUD has on its 

member~ but the deviant versus antideviant nature of the behavioural effects 
>,> 

depends upon the deviant versus antideviant nature of '~he behaviours ~odeled 

and reinforced within the group. 

The control dimension includes more than the socio-emotional factors 

which were emphasized in the preceding paragraphs. The frequent finding that 

peer grO,ups have more effect thap th'~ fami lyon the deviant behaviour of ado/:,es-

cents, is at least in part due to the fact that many forms of deviance are less 

visible to parents than to peers (Andrews &.Kandel, 1979). An interesting 

fami Iy effect, which relates to the matter of visibi I ity, is the f ;nding of 101'1 

rates of abusive drinking among members of fami I ies in which control led 

dr ink i ng was pr,act iced in the, home (Hughes, 197 I). 'tIith t n iJ ew ish fam iii es, 

alcohol consumption by the young is not proscribed, but rather 'guided by an 

expl icitset of rules regarding the amount and 'style of consumption. Thus, 

drinking by the young is visible to the parents who have the opportunity 70 

apply sanctions for abusive patterns of ~Jnsumptjo~ while modelIng or demon-

strating control led consumption. Another common observation in the alcohor 

I iterature, is the fact of relatively high rates of alcO.hol ism ,among the self

,employed (Hunt & Azrin, 1973)" Unlike the typical employment situation, the 

drinking of the self-employed is free to get out ;f'control because a coss' 

and fellow-employees are not present to detect the early signs and apply cor-
, 0 

rective sanctions. Finally, correctional practitioners are able to provide 

case studies of cl ients from fumi lies 1n which the parents were anticriminal 
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in their attitudes and behaviour, in which there was affection and support, 

and yet the affection and approval were offered independent of the client's 

behaviour. 

Concluding Principles 

13. Variations in the J~obability of occurrence of any given behaviour within each 
\~ 

of the deviant and nondeviant classes of behaviour may be understood or pro-

duced by the ap!?1 ication of the pr-eceding principles to that specific behaviour. 

Principle Thirteen is presented in recognition af the general ity of 

the principles which have been reviewed. 

The drawing of distinctions between deviant and nondeviant requires a 

reference to standards of conduct, standards of the actor and/or those of 

someone else. This is not to say that the definition of deviant behaviour is 

wildly relativistic. It is quite the contrary, according to'some thoughtful 

reviews of the evidence regarding those forms of deviance which communities in 

different cu I tures cons i der most troub I ed or troub I esome nve II ford, 1975). 

14. The .. predictability of behaviour and its amenability to influence, increase 

with individualized assessment of the signal led reward/cost continaencies. 

For emphasis, Principle Fourteen underscores an opening "point, the 

rich variety in human experience and human values. 

, 
15. The human and social value of any perspective on human conduct is in so~e part 

a function of predictive efficiency and the ab~ ity to infl·uence events. For 

;/ 
~ \. 
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the most part its value is a function of ethical and 

THE DESIGN OF PREDICTIVE STUDIES 
\;-

!" 
'I 

'\ 
'\\ 
ii 

JJ 
humaneJappl ications. 

I. The normal principles of methodology, rules of evidence, and statistical 

analysis apply and the researcher wil I increase the credibility of his/her 

findings by documenting that controls were introduced for competing factors 

and that the introduction and ordering of predictors within the prediction 

formula fol lowed a theoretically-derived plan. 

2. The predictabi lity of indices of deviant behaviour increases with the reliable 

and comprehensive assessment of the signal led reward/cost contingencies for 

deviant and nondeviant behaviour and with ~onsiderations of the potential 

interactions among indicators of the reward/cost contingencie,s. 

3. Indicators of the rewards and costs for deviant and nondeviant behaviour may 

be of the self-report, observational, socio-historical or other types. The 

predictability of indices of deviant behaviour will increase with the use of 

a vari~ty of methods of measurement of the predictors, at least insofar as 

the different approaches to measurement tap different sources of variance in 

the signal led rewards and costs. 

Fo:- example: Personal (self-reported) endorsement of criminal sentiments and 

socio-historical or observational indices ot the criminal activity of a per

son's friends maybe positively correL.ated but each may make some independent 

contributions to the predictability of criminal behavi6ur. The self~report 
,-, 

measure ~i II better reflect the person~1 source of control whi Ie the socio-

'" 
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historical measure wil I better reflecT the interpersonal source. Simi larly, 
'[ 

a self-report on th~"criminal ity of one's friends might make an additional 

t 'b t' because anticipation of friends' reactions may in'dependent con ,I u Ion 

contribute to the personal Iy.;.media~ed outcome events. 

Indicators of the reward/cost contingencies may be represented on a contiuum 

from "fixed trait and historical" indices through "momentary state and situa

tional" indices. Whi Ie the more stable and the less stable or more dynamic 

be correlated, the inclusion of both sets of predictors wi II measures may 

increase the predictabil ity of deviant behaviour. 

Note: a) Over the period of time in which deviant behaviour is being pre

dicted, the less stable measures may change and some of that change 

may be anticipated by the more stable measures. 

b) When predicting over the very short term, the less stable measures 
)--.....r....-~-';-

wi'l I tend to be G,~~::.~"$st pred ictors but the more stab I e measures 

may sti II ,contribute as additional predictors and as moderator 

variables. (Variable A functions as a moderator variable when the 

relationship between Band Y depends upon the level of A.) 

c) When the concern of a study is the identification of functional 

val idity3 (as opposed to cross-sectional or predictive valIdity), 

indices of the less stable type must be employed. Again, indicators 

of the more stable type might serve as additional predictors and as 

moderator variables but, by definiti;on, they are less able to docu

merit that changes on A were associaled with changes on V". 

'---: 
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d) ~n cross-sect i ona I or PQstd i ct i ve stud i as" measures of past states 

and situations wil! be powerful. However, measures of current 

states and situations may irfYate 

ted for by tapp Ing ef fects \~13ther 
the proport ion of var" i ance aCCOUn-

than causal contributions. In 

other words, A may influence Y but Y may also influence A and cross-

sectional studies take advantage of this. 

5. If the results of a predictive study are to be of maximum value to clinIcians 

and practitioners in the human and social services, then it is important that 

presentation of results allow an examination of the contributions of bot,\ 

fixed and dynamic measures. Presently, it appears to be the case in the predic-

tion of criminal behaviour that the inclusion of a very few wei I-chosen fixed 

socio-historical indices and personal ity measures of ~he trait-type efficiently 

yields the maximum amount of variance to be aCCOUnted for. However, efficient 
I, 

predicti6n rar.ely is the primary concern of practitioners (or theorjsts>' 

Rather, their concern is wi~h those attributes of persons and their situations 

which are reasonably and ethically amenable to influence and whose influence 

would in turn be associated with variations in the chances of deviant activity. 
:. 1\ 

Knowing that ten dynamic factors accounted for 30 per cent of the variance in 

r 
recidivism may be much more valuable in practice than knowing that five ffxed-

e, 

trait predictors accounted for the same or an even greater proportion of the 
. II 

r 
variance. "~ 

For example: It is widely recognized that r~lativeIY~W-riSk and 
// 

,- / 
relatively high-risk probationers may be identified with som~Oalidity by COn-

sidering factor:-s such as age (young>, sex (male), previous record, stability 

of prior emp 10y)ent and the crimi naf recor9 of the b io! ogi ca I Jather,. Sim i-

". larly. psychometric assessments of refatively fixed traits sucb as"psychopathy, 

t 
! 
I 

6. 

7 

// 
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neuroticism and inadequacy yield moderately val id predictions of future 

criminal activity. None of the factors just cited are reasonably amenable 

to influence. They are, however powerful and efficient predictor,$~fJcause 

they corre I ate with a number of other more dynam i c attr i butes of persons and 

their situations which may be of functional and practical significance. 

The tendency to report the results of predictive stUdies in terms of 

the minimum number of predictors required to maximize predictabil ity is one 

with very serious impl ications. For example, '''aging-out'' is now being used 

as a pol icy rationale for long-tel"m incarceration. Such fundamental misunder

standings of predictive attributes of persons and their situations must be 

challenged by systematic, empirical explorations of the functional signifi

cance of the dynamic correlates of factors such as age. Even survey-type 

research wi II be important hero; for example, Henley and Adams (1973) showed 

how age-related variations in drug use patterns could be traced to important 

status changes such as getting married and becoming a parent. 

Indicators of the rewards and costs in effect for deViant behaviour ("ties to 

deviance") include measures of: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

prior (and rewarded) involvement in deviant behaviour; 

possession Of prerequisite skil Is for deviance; 

personal endorsement of ~entiments supportive of deviance in general and 
the specific deviant act in particular; 

va I ue pi aced:/;on outcomes wh i ch ai:te more read i I Y obta i ned by dev i ant than 
by nondev i ant behav i ours; \,,--,~, 

social support for deviance ~including necessary resources, models; assoc
iat,ion-with oi"hers involved In deViance, affective ties to such others). 

.-

. ., 

! 
~ 1 
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7. Indicators of the rewards and costs in effect for nondeviant behaviour'("ties 

to convention") include measures of 

a) prior (arid rewarded) "involvement with conVentional behaviours; 

b) possession of prerequisite skills for normative or creative performance 
in conventional settings; 

c) personal endorsement of sentiments supportive of nondeviant behaviours; 

d) value placed upon outcomes which are ~ore readily obtained by nondev~ant 
than by deviant behaviour; 

d) social support for nondeviant behaviour (including necessary resources, 
m~dels, association with nondeviant others, affective ties to such others). 

() 

Note: There is a wide variety of nondeviant settings which might be sampled: 

home, SChool, work, church J neighbourhood, recreation, etc .. 

8. Assessments of ties to deviance and ties to convention wi If' yi~ld measures 

9. 

which are negatively correlated. The" extent to Which the measures make inde

pendent contributions in the prediction of deviant behav'iour is a function of· 

interconnecting contingencies (Principle Nine) and the interaction of density 

o,f rewards with density of costs (Principle Seven). 

The predictive value of any given measure of personal sentii:fents(attitudes, 

values and beliefs) increases up to some level: 

a) with the clarity and specificity of the ~tandards of condUCT implied by 
the sentiment; ~ 

b) with the personal relevance of the rewards and costs impl led to be assoc
iated 'Nith conformity or deviance; 

c> when the standards of conduct implied by other senHments are similar:- to 
the standard imp/ ied by the sentiment under consideratiqn; 

d) with the degree of external tinc/ ud ing socia I·) suppoTTfor conforming 
behaviour; 

e) with the individual 's-level of self-manag~mentski 115 (the abi I ity to 
establ ish internal contingencies or actively arrange appropriate external 
cont-i ngenc i es ) ; 

() 

. ? 
, I 

, 
" 
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f) with the individual's level of self-esteem (the abi I ity to self-del iver 
high qual ity rewar~~ and costs); 

g) with the value placed upon self-management and upon a high degree of cor~ 
respondence between bel iefs and actions; and, 

h) with histories or exposure to 
f(~onformity with standards 
rl~ference to that standard of 

/ " 

'" 

favourable reward and cost contingencies 
of conduct (generally and with particular 
conduct impl ied by the given sentiment). 

Note: The assumption is that personal sentiments mediate self-instruction, 

self-reward and self-punishment (i.e. the personal source of control-

I ing events). The parameters and I imits of the above and next set of 

suggestions remain to be explored. 

10. The predictive value of any given measure of the social support for a given 

behaviour increases up to some level; 

a) with the personal endorsement of sentiments supportive of that behaviour; 

b) with histories of e~posure to favourable reward and cost contingencies 
fo~ that behaviour; 

c) with the individual's sensitivity to external cues (generally and in 
partic'ular to the types of cues in a given setting or situation); 

d) when other settings with which the person is associated support similar 
behaviour; and, 

,--2 
~" 

e) when the measure (of social support samples the 'normative and control dimen
sions in a comprehensive meanner. 

. ";'-~" 
">-, 
'\ (I 

II >"",-S~'f-esteem is one prod.uct of the extent to which one's conduct cor-responds 

with one's standards or those of one's associates. Thus, the co-variation of 
() I~' 

self-~'Steem and deviance is a functIon of personal and social standards, tend-

ing to be ,:"ositive in the presence of supports for deviance and negative in 

the absence of supports for deviance. 

12. The negative co-variation of measures of perso.nal and interpersonal ski lis 

" 

" , 
., 
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(for example, self-contr0l, genf~ral competence) with measure,s of deviance is 

greatest when the personal and,~ocial supports for deviance are weak. 
r 

13. 
,I 

While generally appl icable mea~ures of the rewards and costs for deviant and 

nondeviant behaviour are useful/II' 'In t d' ~'t 
- !; s u les o. In er-individual variation, the 

pred i c'tab iIi ty of i ntra- i nd i v '1Ii,idua I variations wi' (be increased through de-

tailed behavioural analysis o~,:, prior instances of the deviant and nondeviant 
behaviours of, the individual,s 't,oncerned. Th 

I, ,e motives and costsfordev iant 

and nondeviant behaviour can be highly idiosyncratic. 

INTERVENTION 

No matter what,particul~r t' :\ perspec Ive on dev i a£lt conduct is be i ng 
employed, intervention pla"nning ~ d . 

, ~n Implementation, operations ,and evalua-
tions all must go on within the' 

cpntext of pol it i ca I, econom i c. ethi ca I and 
human value considerations. F I: I 

or wxamp ~, some forms of deviance no longer 

constitute troubled or troublesom~( behaviour when simple changes in group 

membership, location of the act, d"r perso"'al t 
J •• sen iments occur. 

I. 
II ' 

Variations in the probabil i~/' of ~ 
°Fcurrence of deviant behaviour may be 

h' I 

ac I eyed by produc i np and signa I I i (.I\g, ,~a, sh i ft in, t,he d 
I '- ensity of the, rewards and 

the dens ity of the costs. for dey ia~\t and nondev i ant behav i our. 
n A shift which 

resu Its ina reducecf probab if lty fF 
o II deviant behaviour ~ccurring,may be pro-

F 

1i 

ducedby: 

reduC'i ng the signa I I ed dens (ty ~)f tb Ii ~e" rewards for dt;v iant, behaviour; 
increaSing the Signalled densit~i, of t 

jl_' he, costs for dey i ant behav i ou r; 
i ncreas i ng the s 1 gna II ed "dens it)Ii.;," of 

the r~wards for n,ondev'I'ant' b h ~ if ,e aVlour; 

a) 

b) 

cl 

I 
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d) reducing the signal led density of the costs for nondeviant behaviour; 
and, 

e) by I inking the contingencies for deviant and no deviant behaviour such 
that shifts in the rewards and costs for nondev ant behaviour have maximum 
effects on the chances of deviant behaviour. 

o 

The automatic rewards for deviance are, once establ ished, relatively immediate, 

rei iable and resistant to influence. Beyond surveil lance and response pre-

vention (incapacitation) the possibil ities for influence at the automatic 

level are relatively weak. Some drug therapies (such as methadone) and some 
:::=t 

counter-conditioning approache~ do fOCLIS on the ~utoma+ic level. 

3. The personal and interpersonal sources of control I ing events are more amenable 

to influence 1nsofar as sentiments which are less supportive of deviance can be 

exposed under interpersona II y-fac i I itat i ve cond iT ions; the pract i ce of sel f-

management ski lis can be encouraged; and decreased association with deviant 

others and increased association with nondeviant others can be arranged. 

4. Since the maintenance and general ization of contingency changes wi I I often be 

a problem, the most feasible approach is to motivate and assist the cl ient in 

securing positions within settings and commlJnities in which the contingencies 

maintained by structural-cultural factors are supportive of nondeviant beha-

viour and nonsupportive of deviant behaviour •.. Such efforts may requ.ire 

activities of the skil I-development type plus advocate-broker activities in 

order for +he client to gai~ entry into the systems. 

5. When the rewards delivered by deviant behaviour are not del iverable by non

deviant behaviour (for example with some forms of sexual and aggressive o'fences), 

and when the deviance is intolerable to the community and the cl ient, then 
1/ " " 

efforts aimed at altering the motivational system of the cl ient and/or the 

'--
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opportunity for the deviant act become the more feasible alternatives. (See 

point two above.) 

6. Ethical and effective intervention presupposes comprehensive and individual ized ' 

assessment .. Such assessments may reveal significant proportions of an agency's 

c I i ents for whom the most effect i ve strategy is rad i ca I non i ntervent ion. \'1hen 

the probabi I ity of future problem behaviour is very low, when the density 

of the rewards for deviance is low and the density of the costs is high, 

any intervention risks producing shifts, shifts which can only be in the pro-
, 

deviant direction. It is the more "difficult" cl ients who need and may profit 

from agency efforts. The PIC-R principles having to do with "magnitude of 
.;. 

effects" suggest that dramat i c effects may be ev i dent with i ntermed i ate-r i sk 

cl ients even with small shifts in contingencies. The highest-risk cl ients 

demand multi-faceted intervention. 

" 
7. The CaVIC reviews of the literature (Andrews, 1979 a, b), Gendreau and Ross 

((979) .. Andrews & Kiessl ing ((98P), Kiessl ing & Andrews (1980), Andrews (1980),· 

and ~he proposal for. the current Andrews & Kiessl ing (in progress) study a,l I 

provide examp.les of the correctional appl ications of principles contained \~ithln 

PIC-P. Some olltstanding examples include the \vorks of Hunt &,A.zri.n (1973), Azrin 

(1976) and Sobel I & Sobel] (1972) with alcohol ics; the use of the principles of 

observational lear'ning by Chandler (1973) and Sarason & Ganzer (1973); the system 

level interventions of Alexander & Parsons (1973) within the, fami Iy; and the 

community-wide effort~ with pol ice services of Schnelle and associates (1975). 

The collections of Nietzel et al. (1977), and Franks and \~i Ison (annual) con-

tain many examples of the appl ication of social-learning principles to prOblems 

in the areas of mental health. 
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8. The systematic exploration and understanding of the efficacy of broad primary 

prevention programs is in its infancy relative to the more individual Iy-

oriented efforts (which are at the toddler stage). Within the context of 

criminology, no better guidel ine for primary prevention programs exists than 

Nettler's (1978, p. 338) conclusion based upon a review of the sociology of 

crime: "\'Ihatever destroys community fosters an increase in predatory crimes." 

It remains to be seen how and when the fostering of community reduces troubled 

and troublesome behaviour and the extent to which it produces new forms of 

trouble. 

\ 
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FOOTNOTES 

I. Respondent or classl'cal conditioning refers to learning based on contingencies 

between stlmul i. A given stimulus (the conditioned stimulus) may rei iably 

signal the appearance of another stimulus (the unconditioned stimulus). 

Under such conditions, a conditioned response may come to be el icited by the 

conditioned stimulus. The conditioned response is typically some factor or 

component of the unconditioned response. The unconditioned response being 

the response elicited by the unconditioned stimulus. Respondent conditioning 

appears to be most important in the learning of emotional responses, most 

notab I e autonom i c reactions such as heart-rwfe var i at ions. More genera I I y, 

it is another example of how stimulus events carry information. 

2. Taken from "Me and Bobby McGee", Kris Kristofferson and Fred Foster, 1969. 

Combine Music Corporation, Nashvil Ie, Tennessee, U.S.A .. 

3. "Functional validity" refers to whether changes on measures are associated with 

changes in the behaviour of interest. Normally such validity information cemes 

from experimental studies in which factors are del iberately manipulated under 

contro II ed cond it ions in order to observe the effects of the change i ntro-

duced. "Cross-sectional val idity" refers to differences found between persons 

known to d i Her j n the I r hi stor I es or past act ions. "Pred I ct j ve va lid i ty" 

refers to the abl I lty of a measure to forecast or predict behaviour. 
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The Principles 

I. Occurrences of deviant and nondeviant behaviour are under antecedent and 
consequent control. 

2. Inter- and intra-individual variations }n the probability of occurrence 
of a given class of behaviour (deviant or nondeviant> are due to varia
tions in the signal led rewardS and costs for that class of behaviour. 

3. Antecedents and consequences are of two major types: additive events 
(stimul i are introduced, extended or augmented) and subtractive (stimul i 
are withdrawn, postponed or diminished). . 

4. The control I ~ng prop~rties of anteceden:s and consequences are acquired 
t~rough the I~teractlon o! :h~ person with the environment, The prin
ciples governing the acquIsition, maintenance and modificstion of the 
control ling properties of stimulus conditions include those of genetic 
and ~o~stitutio~al.disPosition and capabil ity; biophysical functioning; 
cogn~t~ve functioning; human development; behavioural repertoire; state 
c~ndlttons; ~nd respondent and cperant conditioning including observa
tional learning, rule learning, symbol ic central and role enactment. 

5. Antecedents and consequences arise from four major sources: the actor 
(personally-mediated events); other persons (interpersonally-mediated 
events); the act itself (non-mediated, or automatic and habitual 
events); and. other aspects of the situation of action. 

6. Variations in theprobabi,fity of occurrence of a given class of behaviour 
are a positive function of the signalled density of the rewards for that 
class of behaviour and a negative function,of the Signal led density of 
the costs for that class of behaviour. . 

7. The m~gn!tude of the eHect of any one' sl9nal led reward, for any class 
of benavlours, depe~ds upon the signalled density of other rewards for ~ 
th~t class of behaViours. Generally, the magnii"l1de"of the effect of any 
o~e ~eward is grea!est at some i.!1termed i ate I eve I o'f dens i ty, and the 
w~gnltude of the erfect of anyone reward is diminished at the lowest 
and high~.st levels of denSity. Similarly, The m?ignitude of fhe effect 
of anyone cost for any class of behaviours i~ g~eatest ~t some inter
mediate level of density of costs. 

8. The magnit;ude ~f the effect of the Signa-lied density of the costs for any 
cla!s of behavlours.depends upon the ~ignal led density 9f the rewards,.for 
thaI cl~~s of behaViours. Generally, the effect of density of costs is 
greatest at some if\jermediate !evel of density of rewards and dimihished 
at the lower and higher levels of den?ity of rewards. 
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Variations in the signal led rewards and costs for one class of behaviour 
(deviant or nondeviant) may produce variations in the probabi I ity of 
occurrence of the other class of behaviours. The magnitude of the effect 
is a function of interconnecting contingencies and schedules for deviant 
and nondeviant behaviour. The rewards for nondeviant behaviour approach 
their maximum impact on the chances of deviant behaviour under the fol
lowing conditions: 

a) when and where relatively noncostly and non
deviant behaviours produce a relat~vely high density of rewards, 
including rewards simi lar to those produced by deviant behaviour; 

b) when and where the costs for deviant. behaviour 
inc I ude a reduct ion, postponement, om i ss i on or i nter_upt ion in the 
del ivery of those rewards produced by nondeviant behaviour; and, 

• c) when and where nondeviant behaviours are 
incompatible with deviant behaviour. 

Historical, geographic and pol itical-econo~ic factors primarily influence 
indivi'dual behaviour-by way of the contingencies which they produce 
within settings and communities. 

Setting and community factors include physical, environmental and cultural 
variables, as wei I as the structure of social systems; these influence 
.individual behaviour through the reward-cost contingencies they maintain 

;within the settings. . 

Two basic dimensions for the analysis of the effects of systems on the 
deviant and nondeviant behaviours of its members are the normative and 
the control dimensions. The normative dimension includes behavioural 
prescriptions and proscriptions and their distribution accor-ding to one's 
position within the system. The control dimension includes the vlsi-
bil ity of normative and deviant behaviour to persons who control resources 
(including potential rewards and costs); the quantity, variety, qual ity 
and magnitude of potential rewards and costs; the immediacy, frequency, 
and regularity with which reward~ and costs are del ivered; and, the 
maintenance'of inter-connecting contingencies for deviant and nondeviant 
behaviour. 

VarJations in the probabi I ity of occurrence of any given behaviour within 
each of the deviant and nondeviant classes of behavipur may be under
stood or produced by the appl ication of the preceding principles to that 
specific behaviouG c 

The predi6tabil ity of behaviour and its amenabil ity to influence, increase 
with individual ized assessment of the signal led reward/cost contingencies. 

The human and social value of any perspective on human conduct is in some 
part a function of predictive efficiency and the abil ity to influence 
events. For the most part, its value is a function -of ethica . .1 and humane 
app I ications. 
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